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Executive Summary

This report describes a simplified procedure for the development of stress hstories for use

in the analysis of aircraft repairs. Although repairs of all components of the airframe are of

interest, this report concentrates on stress histories for fuselage skin repairs. A description of

typical fuselage loadings is provided, and basic fuselage stress histories are described. A method

for development of an exceedance diagram for analysis of fuselage skin repairs is detailed. A

methodology for generating detailed stress histories is also reviewed.

Some of the key features of this methodology are (1) the inclusion of a range of flights of

different severities, (2) the inclusion of deterministic loads where they occur, e.g. ground-air-

ground cycles, (3) the use of a near-optimum number of stress levels (10-16 positive and

negative). (4) the combination of positive and negative excursions of equal frequency, and (5)

matching of the total number of flights and cycles with the total exceedance diagram. Two

methods of estimating fuselage skin stresses are presented, the first based on static equilibrium

requirements and the second based on a limit load analysis.

A comparison of the proposed history generation scheme with that of an airframe

manufacturer for the KC-135 is also presented. The predicted fatigue crack growth patterns for a

hypothetical through crack at a fastener hole are compared for the two history generation schemes

it three areas within a fuse!age. Predicted crack growth lives are within a factor of 1.5 for two

J the three cases. For the third case (which is predicted to be the least severe by both

,cchniques) the proposed scheme results in substantially longer crack growth life predictions.

The probable reasons for these differences are discussed.
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L INTRODUCTION

Commercial aircraft operators arc required by FAA regulations to repair damaged

aircraft structure. This must be performed in a timely manner so that the aircraft downtimc is

kept to a minimum and the loss of revenue is small. In many instanc-s the airline operator

will not have enough time to obtain structural repair data, analysis or information from the

original equipment manufacture (OEM) and needs to perform the fatigue and damage

tolerance (DT) analysis of the repair himself using simple straightforward analytical tools and

the OEM repair manuals.

The FAA aging aircraft program has many programs and tasks directed at enhancing

the engineering evaluation of the structural integrity of aircraft repairs. In general the guiding

principle for an aircraft structural repair is to restore the structure to its original (or better)

static strengzth and stiffness capability. However, the repair must also be designed for

,dequatc fatigue resistance, damage tolerance and inspectability.

Fatiuue and DT analyses must be based on realistic stress histories, which, in turn. must

Ne derived from realistic load spectra. Therefore, an algorithm for the development of a stress

history must be included in an analysis of repairs. This report describes a simple and

straightforward method to obtain an approximate stress history for specific locations in an

;iircraft fusclage.

It is important to recognize that the structural analysis and stress

>pcctrum 'loadings development described here are approximate analyses and have certain

limitations. The results can be used to compare the quality of different repair options or to

compare the quality of a candidate repair with the original structure. If more precise and

quantitativc analyses are required. more detailed structural analysis and stress results for

,ecifie locations in the aircraft should either be obtained from the OEM or calculated

through the use of sophisticated structural anaysis codes such as finite element methods.

Although repairs of all compone-,,-, of the airframe are of interest, this report

concentrates on stress histories for f-.,,elage skin repairs. For other cases this basic approach

can be ceneralized for wings atW .mpennages with limited additional effort.

This report first conslders fuselage loading in Section 2. A realistic spectrum is derived

in Sc,:tion 3, and the algorithm for stress history generation follows in Section 4. Section S.

-rie flyaddresses ways to obtain estimates of actual fuselage stresses[l1. Finally, Section 0



offers a comparison of the proposed stress history generation scheme with that used by an

aircraft manufacturer.

2. FUSELAGE LOADING

2.0 Loading Segments

An aircraft fuselage is subjected to flight segments with different loading content

during a typical flight. The loading consists of the 1.0 g stationary load and dynamically

Induced loadings. The flight segments within which the dynamic loading occurs arc taxiing

and take-off, ascent/climb with pressurization, cruise, descent with depressurization, landing

impact and taxiing. Over the years NASA and the FAA have conducted several flight loading

survcvs on th,," response of commercial aircraft to gust and maneuver loadings. The

experimental data taken in the form of velocity, g-levels and altitude (VGH) are reduced to

ba'.ic cxcccdancc curves for the various types of aircraft such as large or medium size and

commuter aircraft. The cyclic content and magnitude of stresses at a particular fuselage

location arc determined from excecdance diagrams for gust and maneuver loadings.

Rctcrcncc 121 provides detailed data on the most recent NASADOT/,A_ program on VGH

t-,ht loadings data for the B727, L-1011, DC1O, and B747 aircraft.

The stress history development for a given location in the fuselage must consider the

prcssurization, gust and maneuver loadings. The primary loadings in the fuselage are the

pressure loads v ith superimposed maneuver and gust loadings. The stresses at the location

, ci!',.tcd for an analysis arc determined by structural load transfer functions which account for

:he response of the aircraft fuselage to gusts and maneuvers. The determination of

pressurization stresses is straightforward.

2.1 Gust Loadings

Ihe normal coordinate system for the aircraft structure is shown in Figure 1. Besides

prcssurization, the next primary source of cyclic loading on a commercial aircraft fuselage is

gust. Gust loads on the wing will cause cyclic fuselage bending: lateral gusts on the tail fin will

cau,, fuselage torsion. As such, the gust spectrum is relevant to the definition of fuselage



cvclic loads. Figure 2 explains the elements of gust loading. During normal stationary flight

the lift is equal to the aircraft's weight (L = W4 , regardless of altitude, airspeed or angle of

incidence, each of these being ,,propriately adjusted according to circumstances. Note that

the tail load, T, is generally small (positive or negative) and ideally equal to zero. The tail is

needed only to equilibrate the total moment and to account for maneuvers.

Y.. Center of Mass

Z

FIGURE 1. COORDINATE SYSTEM

A gust causes a AL up or down, as shown in Figure 2c. For a ramp-type or (I-cosizc)

a:. gust allcviation factor, Ga, must be included, which depends upon aerodynamic inertia.

A l.i-:, sluLccish aircraft (74" or DC10) has a lower Gai than a smaller one (737 or DC)).

IFu' t1 1) shows that for a particular aircraft type the AL is always proportional to the gust

it' . "'. -cd the airspeed, 11 recardless of altitude.

3
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dCL

AL = -pV'S d Aa
2 d'ca

I pV2 S GII dC_L U()

2 da V

IpS Gal S UV *,CUV
2 da

p = Density of the air
S = Wing area
G,,, = Gust alleviation factor depending on aircraft and altitude
CL = Three dimensional lift coefficient
a = Anglc of attack, angle between free-stream and wing velocity and wing chord

line
dCL

- Slope of CL vs. a curve
doa

C = L'2 product of above factors.

Substituting L (with L = W). one can also derive Equations (2a) and (2b), where A and A

depend u. ,n the aircraft type.

AL =L Ga L 1 U -A WU =XWU (2a)
da CL V V

L , AL W + AL W + AWUnz ... 1 + A U (2b)
S L W W

Note that most airliners basically fly at the same average airspeed. This leads to the equation

for vertical acceleration, n: as in Equation (2b). Hence. the bending moment, and, therefore

the cyclic stress (per Equation (3)), is proportional to U. where C depends upon the aircraft

type weight distribution and fuel load.

5



a = a g Co g (3)

It follows that fuselage cyclic loading can be derived directly from gust spectra,

especially wing spectra. as shown in Sections 3-5.

2.2 Maneuvers

Cyclic loads due to maneuvers are a consequence of inertia forces. As shown for two

typical maneuvers in Figures 3 and 4, the center of gravity (e.g.) acceleration, nz, can be

determined for any maneuver. Although maneuvers are the primary source of cyclic loads for

fiizhters and trainers, for commercial aircraft, maneuver loads are small and infrequent

compared to gust loads.

k + L =nzW

0 0 2..... ~ ~ ~ M "r% _ lm = mnV2/r

W7

nzW

FIGURE 3. MANEUVER LOADING TAKE-OFF ROLL

2.3 Basic Fuselage Stress History

Gust and maneuver loads are not the only source of cyclic stress on a fuselage. The

pressurization cycle, occurring once per flight, is a major contributor, especially for

circumferential stresses. Table I provides a summary of typical pressurization stresses for

common commercial aircraft. Combination of the appropriate pressurization stresses with the

gust and mancuvcr induced stresses discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 leads to the stress

histories shown in Figure S.

6



L/2 + z1L/2=nzW/2

L12 + LL/2=nzw / 2

m rV 2 /r
mw r--V/

W nWz

FIGURE 4. MAINEUVER LOADING BANKING IN CURVE

For circumfcrcntial stresses, the hoop stress. op, is the basic flight-b-flight ccle.

cs,cntiallv the ground-air-ground (GAG) cycle. Longitudinal stresses for the stationary flight

fiivc two contributors, one due to pressurization (roughly half the hoop stress) and one due to

tuseluge,,c bending, following from the 'normal' weight distribution in the fuselage. Thus the

GAG c.-clc consists of two superimposed components. as shown in Figure 5b.

Cyclic stresses due to bending by inertia forces from vertical gusts and maneuvers arc

,upcrimpo-ed on the GAG cycle. Torsional loadings are generally small and have a zero

mcan because fin loads arc normally zero. However, cyclic torsional stresses do occur due to

lateral gusts and maneuvers.

7



TABLE L VARIATION LN AIRCRAFT HOOP STRESSES

Hoop Stress, Minimum Skin
ksi Aircraft Alloy Thickness, inches

9.8 DC9 2014/24-T6 0.050

12.8 DC-8 2014-T6 0.050

14.8 L-1011 7075-176 0.068

15 0 DC-10 2024-T3 0.068

15.7 737 2024-T3iT4 0.036

15.9 707/727 2024-T3/T4 0.040

18.3 747 2024-T3 0.063

3. THE EXCEEDANCE DIAGR.AM

3.1 Measured Spectra and the TWIST Standard

As demonstrated in Section 2, and especially in Figure 5, the major fuselage cycle is the

GAG cycle due to internal pressurization; the superimposed cyclic stresses arc due primarily

to the fusclage response to the wing, which is subjected to gust and maneuver loadings. The

fuselagc stresses are due to inertia loads, which in turn are due to wing loads. Thus, the

fuselage spectrum for the bending loads can be obtained from the wing spectrum using the

proper load-to-stress conversions (stress transfer functions) obtained from structural analvses-

The best way to obtain the cyclic stress spectrum due to gusts and maneuvers is from

measurements. Extensive measurements on wings were made[2,3]; they are shown in Figure 6

(many more arc presently available). Obviously, different aircraft types have somewhat

diffcrent spectra, which is mainly due to the difference in the gust alleviation factor G,,. Tr a

and C. the parameters shown in Equations (1) and (2). Also note that these measured spectra

inherently include maneuver loads. The latter are small compared with the gust loads. The

spectra arc essentially symmetric and nearly linear on a semi logarithmic scale.

8
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These measured spectra were used[31 to establish a standard spectrum, called TWIST,

which is also shown in Figure 6 and in more detail in Figure 7. Note that the stresses are

expressed as a ratio to the Ig stationary flight stress, so that adjustments can be made for the

stress level: the stress axis can be obtained when the Ig stress level is known. It should be

pointed out that TWIST was developed for comparative testing. It is not a standard spectrum

for desikz. Nevertheless, it can serve very well as a basis for the present purpose provided the

stress levels are adjusted for fuselages of different aircraft systems.

Since TWIST is used for testing, detailed procedures have been developed to generate

stress histories from the exceedance diagram of Figure 6. Although such histories are useful

for testing, they are cumbersome. to say the least, for analysis; easier, but similar ways to

derive stress histories can be devised, as will be shown in Section 4.

3.2 Proposed Spectrum

The TWIST exccedance diagram is repeated in Figure 8, together with a proposed

simplification. The simplification is not essential; the TWIST exceedance diagram could be

used as is. However, since it is an average, some streamlining is justified, especially since the

stress axis must be adjusted for different fuselages types (Section 5).

TWIST is a spectrum for 40,000 flights of an estimated average duration of 1.5 hours:

hence it is a spectrum for about 60.000 hours, the normal aircraft design life. In the case of

fusclages for aircraft with largely different flight durations, the GAG cycle occurs more or less

frcquently. As the GAG cycle is of major importance (Figure 5), the spectrum must be

considered to be for 60,0M0 hours instead of for 40,000 flights. This is perfectly legitimate,

because the number of gusts per hour is of more importance than the number of gusts per

11L h t.

The "TVIST spectrum ends at a minimum of 10 exceedances. This essentially means

that it is clipped at 10 exceedances per 60,000 hours. Clipping and truncation of the spectrum

i of' no consequence if crack growth retardation due to overloads is not accounted for in the

fatiLguc crack growth anaiysis of the repair 11]. However, it is of great importance if

retardation is to be considered [1.4,51. Performing linear crack growth analysis without

consideration for retardation effects is generally conservative.

11
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As discussed in Section 4, a 60.000 hour spectrum is unwieldy and unnecessary for

stress history generation, especially when it is clipped anyway. Therefore, the proposed

spectrum is reduced to one for 600 hours. The logic for the reduction can be understood by

comparing Figures 9 and 10. The 600 hour spectrum of Figure 10 is same as the one in

Figures 8 and 9, but is more suitable for the stress history generation explained in Section 4.

Note that this spectrum is "automatically" clipped at the once per 600 hours exceedancc

(100 times per 60,000 hours), which is more conservative if retardation is accounted for [1]

and i4. The spectrum shown in Figure 10 can be converted to stress quite easily, since the

fusclagc pressurization stress and the limit load stress are known for all certified aircraft. This

%ill he explaincd in Section 5.

Once in 60,000 hrs

08 -
Clipping level

06 -

04 -

0 2

00 i0 1  0 210 104 0 106

-Exceedonces
-02

FIGURE 9. REPAIR SPECTRUM (SEE FIGURE 8) IN TERMS OF nz
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a"LL Once in 60,000 hrs

2 10; 0 102

Exceedances

I 'RE 10. REPAIR SPECTRUM FOR 000 HRS (COMPARE TO FIGU7RE 9)

4. STRESS HISTORY GENERATION

4.1 Stress Levels

DcpcndJing upon the counting procedure, the exceedance diagram shows the number of

tlimes a, positive or negative stress excursion is cxxceedd i.c.. it show,\s the size of the stress

rainuc and their frequencv. In the schematic example in Figure 11, stress Level 4 is exceeded

3)0times and Level 3 is exceeded 20.00(0 times. A-s a result. there vvill be 20,000 - 3.000=

V000 I)evnts In \%hieh the stress reaches a levecl somewhere between Levels 3and 4.
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FIGURE 11. OBTAINING STRESS LEVELS AND EXCEEDANCES
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In reconstituting a stress history thc execedancc diagram is alwavs idealized bv a

numbcr of diycrctc levels. Considering too many stress levels is impiactical and ignores the

tact that the spectrum is a statistical representation of past experience and that the analysis is a

prediction of the future. Accounting for too many stress levels would be presuming that

stresses can be predicted to occur in the future exactly as they have in the past, which they will

Pw. I'he discrete levels do not have to be evenly spaced, but they usually arc. Experience

tow> th.it 10 to 12 levels (each positive and negative) are svfficient for the desired accuracy:

u ot more than I'2 levels does not significantly change the results. This can be appreciated

:ror'n thc atiguc crack grovth analyses for one particular exceedance diagram, shown in

Tigure 12. The :alculated life remains essentially the same once the number of levels is

70

6.

C

55

E 4~

30V

5 8 12 16

Number of Levels

T( I 'RE 12. EFFECT OF LEVELS IN EXCEEDANCE DLAGRAM
APPROXILATION: COMPUTED NUMBER OF HOURS FOR
CRACK GROWTH AS A FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF
LEVELS. ONE LEVEL IS CONSTANT AMPLITUDE

I ,r clrity onkly , levels (6 positive and 6 necative) are shown in the example in

1 1:_.r¢ I. At ac:h level a line is drawvn intersecting the exceedance curve. Steps arc

c 'ipitrY:e % vcrtical lines (such as AB) in a manner that the shaded areas shown *n Figure 11



are equal. Figure 11 also shows how the exceedances, and from these the number of

occurrences of each level, arc obtained.

Positive and negative excursions still have to be combined to cr:eate stress cycles. One

might bc tempted to select positive and negative excursions in random combinations, as is

done in TWIST. For the purpose of tests; however, when this is done for analysis a rainflow

counting of the history will again be necessary to determine the stress ranges. This is a

legitimate approach, but a simpler procedure can be employed. Since the spectrum was

developed from a counted history in the first place, it should not be necessary to disarrange it.

and then count it again. Basically, the result is known a-priori. The result of counting will

generally be that the largest positive peak will be combined with the lowest valley. Foreseeing

this, it is reasonable to combine positive and negative excursions of equal frequency. Stress

ranges so established can be applied (semi-) randomly, as they are already pre-counted and

interpreted. This leads to the largest possible load cycles (conservative), and the computer

code does not need a counting routine. It is also realistic, because air is a continuous medium.

and a don-gust must soon be followed by an up-gust of approximately equal magnitude
i :iurc 13).

4.2 Different Flight Types

The content of the stress history is now known, but the sequence must still be

dcermined. If -ctardation is not an issue, sequencing of stresses is irrelevant. If load

interaction must he considered, stress sequencing becomes of eminent importance. In many

amlyses the loads arc applied in random order. However, with retardation, a random

sequence does not provide correct answers when actual service loading is semi-random. A

ccommercial aircraft experiences many smooth flights and occasionally a rough flight. This

means that the loading is not truly random, but clusters of high loads do occur (Figure 14).

\\ere these high loads (c.a, A, B, and C in Figure 14a) distributed randomly as in Figure 14b.

:11 I, usually done in analyses, they would each cause retardation. Because of the clustering,

the retardation .ill be much less (in Figure 14a, only A will cause retardation, B & C are

oCrshadowced by A). Realistically then, fatigue crack initiation and growth analyses must

principally account for a mixture of flights of different severity. This is defined as

18



Upgust

Aircraft path

Down
gust

FIGURE 13. TURBULENCE, GUSTS, AND CONTINUITY OF AIR
UP AND DOWN GUST OF ABOUT EQUAL MAGNITUDE
OCCUR IN CLOSE SUCCESSION

scmi-randorn loading. There will be fewer severe flights than mild flights, as shown in the

cxample Figure 14. In the computer analysis flights of different severity must be applied in

random scqucncc, and the cycles within each flight must be random. Such a semi-random

sequence can be developed in many ways. A simple algorithm is shown in Table 2 on the

hasis of Figure 15. Mild and severe flights are constructed by recognizing that the excecdance

diagrams lor tie individual flights are of the same shape, as dcmonstrated bv Buller 161. but

ith different slopcs as shown in Figure 15c, their total making up the diagram of total

cxcccdanees (Fig.urc 15a). The following example is based upon a schematic exceedance

diagram tor 100 flights: again only 6 levels are used.
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FIGURE 15. STRESS HISTORY WITH DIFFERENT FLIGHTS
(SEMI RANDOM)

Thc diffcrent flights are constructed as illustrated. The total number of exceedances is
10(1.100. so that the average number of exceedances per flight is 100.000/100 = 1,000 [6]. This
providcs the end-point in Figures 15b and 15c. The highest level occurs 3 times (Figure 15
and Table 2, Column 3). Naturally, it will occur only in the most severe flight denoted as A.
Leting this level occur once in A. the exceedance diagram for A is established as shown in
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Figurc 15b, because the highest level (6) provides the point of I exceedance. Flight A can

occur only three times, because then the cycles of Level 6 are exhausted. The exceedances for

A are read from the exccedance diagram of A (Figure 15b), and from these the occurrences

(number of cycles) are determined as in Columns 4 and 5 of Table 2. There being three Type

A flights, the total cycles for all A flights are shown in Column 6. These cycles are subtracted

from the total so that the remainder for the other 97 flights is as shown in Column 7.

The next most severe flight is Type B. Its highest level will be Level 5. which will occur

once. This information permits construction of the exceedance diagram for B as shown in

Figure 15fe. Level 5 being at I exceedance. The exceedances and occurrences are determined

as in Columns , and 9 in Figure 15. Since there were only 12 cycles of Level 5 left after

subtraction of three flights A (Column 7), there can be 12 Type B flights. These 12 flights will

use the number of cyvcles shown in Column 10, which must be subtracted from those in

Column - to leave the remaining cycles in Column 11.

Flight C is constructed in the same manner. There can be 36 Type C severity flights

and then the cycles of Level 4 are exhausted. One could go on in this manner, but since there

no%, are only 49) flights left. it is better to divide the remaining cycles in Column 15 by 49 in

order to distribute them evenly over 49 Type D flights. This is done in Columns 15-17. There

arc some cycles unaccounted for, and a few too many cycles were used as shown in

Colum, 1,. These arc of lower magnitude, contributing little to crack initiation or growth -

and since the diagram is only a statistical average - this little discrepancy could be left as is.

Ho,,evcr. if one wants to be precise, they could be accounted for by a little change in the

contcnt 1Flight C. as shown in Columns 18-20.

Ir more than 6 levels are used, more (and different) types of flights can be generated.

tL Lexr. this %% as an example only, and there is no need to go to extremes as long as a

,emi-random history is obtained, recognizing that flights of different severity do occur and that

the he hcr load, are clustered in those flights. No matter how refined the procedure. the

A,:tU,'al load sequence in pracLice will be different. In accordance with the nature of the

loading, there arc only three Type A flights of a high severity in the total of 100. The majority

consists of mild flights of Types D (49) and C (36). Regardless of the number of levels chosen

and the number of flights, the above procedure will reflect this reality. Other procedures can

he dcx iscd. but the above is a rational one and easy to implement [4].
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In crack initiation and growth analyses the various flights must be applied in random

order and the cycles within each flight applied randomly. Thus, the second occurrence of any

flight type will have a different sequence than its first occurrence, but the total cycle content

will bc the same. If the 'basket' with 100 flights is empty, it is 'refilled', and the process started

anew. vet because of the randomization the flights and the cycles within each flight will appear

in different order.

4.3 Issues of Importance

The stress history generated in the manner discussed provides the most realistic results

hen the total excccdances are on the order of 2,000 to 100.000 and the number of flights on

the ordcr of 5() to 1000. Therefore, it may be advantageous to reduce exceedance diagrams for

smallcr or larger numbers to the above ranges, as was done in Figure 10.

There are only a few issues of importance in the generation of a stress history, namely:

a. Flights of different severity must be applied. Random application of stresses
derived by complicated means will negate all the efforts.

b. Deterministic loads must be applied at the point where they occur: GAG cycles
must occur between flights; random application may defy all other sophisticated
procedures.

c. A reasonable number of stress levels (10-16 positive and negative) must be
selected. More levels will complicate the procedure without improving the
results and make the generation of different flight types much more
cumbersome.

d. Positive and negative excursions of equal frequency must be combined.
Random combinations will require subsequent counting, the result of which can
be foreseen, while the stress history was based on an already counted history in
the first place.

c. The total number of flights and cycles must be in accordance with the total
exceedance diagram.

The above criteria account for what may be called the signature of the loading. Small changes

in these, including clipping [1.4.51, will usually have more effect on crack initiation and growth

than any complicated means of establishing stress levels.
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It is important to emphasize that the TWIST spectrum is based on measurements and

used for demonstration in this report, it should be compared with spectra furnished by the

OEM. Another important data source is the NASA/DOT/FAA aircraft loadings data [2]. In

dcveloping a stress history for a given repair in an aircraft fuselage, the repair engineer may be

wNcll advised to compare the stress history he or she develops with the proposed history and to

usc the most severe of the two.

5. FUSELAGE STRESSES

5.1 Scope

The basic. spectrum and stress history have now been established. What still needs to

K done i adjustment of the stress axis (actual stress) for the fuselage. There are two

rckitivc.-vsimpic ways to accomplish this:

a. Approximate fuselage stress analysis

!. Limit load analysis.

I1hs, : o possibilitics arc discussed in the following sub-sections.

5.2 Approximate Fuselage Stress Analysis

Ficure 1 shows an aircraft's weight distribution. Only the fuselage weight is of

z:mportancc for fuselaec bending: it is assumed to be evenly distributed. As shown in
Figurc I'. local bending moments due to vertical gusts are determined from static equilibrium

rcquircmcnts. Given the Station No., x. of the repair, which is always known, the moments

14 and .,) are determined, and from this the approximate stresses can be readily calculated

;is sh,,n in Ficurc 18.

Circumicrcntial stresses can be calculated as follows:

_ pR
P t
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Wfuseloge

Wwing

FIGURE 16. FUSELAGE LOADING

This, pressurization stress cycle occurs once per flight. The circumferential stresses are
pcncrallv rcdu ccJ by approximately 20 percent near frames and 10 percent near tear strans.

Lrnm!itudinal stresses arc due to pressurization, opl, and bending at the 1 g load (L - 11). abl-g-

The pressurizattion stress is:

= p~TR 2 ()

2trRt + k Ask

whCrC
k = number of stringers
kA,~ = a, 2 ~r Rt and a, -- 0.8 (based upon a typical stiffening ratio of 0.4, but can

be determined for each aircraft type).
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This lea'L ,o:

pitR 2  = pn R2  - p (6)
o 2rRt(1 + a) 2TrRt(1 + 0.8) 3.6Rt

'he hendine stress is:

Mb Z Mb R sin 0 Mb sin 0
°bl T-,R't - k Ast R' n R3t at 1t RtR2  1.8nt Rlt (7)

The total stress at I-c loading. a,. is then

p1+ { b1
G I = Opl P+ Tbl()

' her c Is, the bending stress from Equation (7) for the 1-g bending moment. Superposed

;,), th> 1-g ,tress is the cyclic bending stress due to inertia during gust and maneuvers.

, ,,e spectrum (Figure S) shows that the once per 600 hours stress excursion (at I00)

e:xeCe,!ln:.cs in (,0,()00 hours) is 1.3 times the "'steady" stress, which in this case is the 1-g

.nJir, \ tre,,. Calculation of the 1-g bending stress therefore defines the entire cxccedance

J;,c-a ,o Figure 10} in terms of real stresses.

The stress historv can then be generated in accordance with the procedure described.

I\CrV .",,i xNill be an excursion due to bending from the 1-g steady stress Obl-g " so that the

>:ross tistor, is described as:

01(time) = (api + 0 bl). + AGbl(time) (Q)

b reaches r (O1 bl.g) once in 60(0 flights, as shown below:

O-s=sp + ctsb (GAG cycte)

0

"')0



If necessary the shear stresses due to torsion and bending can be included.

- AM, AM1  o=(0A'rt', -AK4 R = A • A at = A'rt (10)
2 Rt 2T R3t

With the other stresses already obtained, this permits calculation of the largest principal

stress - the one to be used in the fatigue and crack growth analyses.

A complication that must be considered is that fuselage bending stresses due to wing

gusts and torsional stresses (due to lateral gusts) vary independently. It is likely, however, that

the torsion contribution will be small for circumferential cracks, and the bending contribution

ill he small for most longitudinal cracks.

Of course the value of a1 in api in Equation (6) can be adjusted in a stress analysis

program for different aircraft types. The effect of longitudinal stringers on bending stresses

and longitudinal pressurization stress is properly accounted for. Some adjustments to the

circumferential stresses to account for the effects of straps and frames must be made. and

apprOpriate adjustments must be made for door and window cut-outs and framing.

When the stresses in the basic structure are known in this manner, the stresses in the

repair can be calculated by compatible displacements (or other local stress analysis techniques)

fr any repair.

5.3 Limit Load Analysis

An alternative, but simplified, way to obtain the stress conversion it as follows:

Limit load is basically the load that is expected to occur once in the aircraft life

(i.e, once in 60,000 hours as shown in Figures 9 and 10). The structure is sized

such that the stress at ultimate load is equal to the material's design allowable

strength. The safety factor between ultimate and limit load is 1.5 (the

airworthiness requirement). Hence, the limit load stress follows immediately as

the design allowable stress divided by 1.5. One small limitation to this approach

is that different manufacturers do use different allowables, and these allowables

arc often lower than the "true" statistical allowable of the material.
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In any case, given the material and hence the design allowable stress, thc limit load

;:ress follows as above. Since this is the stress which is assumed to occur once in about

it0.,0 h ours. the beginning points in Figures 9 and 10 are known, and hence the whole

excedance diagr:,m can be estimated. Another rule of thumb to consider in this analysis is

that limit load stresses (in 2024-T3) are usually set no higher than about 35 ksi.
As aircraft structures are seldom designed exactly to the desin allowable limits (there

, \\* iv a margin of safety, which varies from location to location), the disadvantage of this

method 's a loss in accuracy, but the accuracy may suffice for comparative analyses. Its

: dvantue is that no special allowances have to be made for location and structural details.

i: sumption being that the original structure was dcigncd to conform to limit load
M ' , J- .

6.0 COMPARISON OF PROPOSED STRESS HISTORY
GENERATION SCHEME WITH MANUFACTURER'S

To pro de an appreciation of how representative crack growth curves, as calculated

. h propsod stress history and spectrum, compare with those calculated by

rui:Aaturcr,. a comparison was made of crack growth computations based upon the

:<,,>,;Mi. procedure and those based on stress histories for the KC-135 and EC-135 [8]. The

..,cr kindly provided by the US Air Force. Only longitudinal stress estimates are

: .arcd in these xamplcs.

The ollo ing discussion is based on the word "spectrum" meaning the total load

c\per,,c (in terms of an exccedance diagram or otherwise), while the specific sequence of

Or stress used in an aralvsis or test is called a "'stress history". These definitions were

J;red to in the previous part of this report, but in the general literature they are often

or used alternatively without explanation. The two are essentially different - a

s::r.'. hi-,orv max be a very loose interpretation of the spectrum, as will be shown belo),. In

c the word "spectrum" is often used for both. which may lead to confusion.

B ,eorc presentation of the results ot the comparison, the stress histories for the militan

eersi(,)I the B-7h7-721()S require some discussion, because otherwise a fair comparison is

not possiie. The details of the analysis leading to the stress histories are not elaborated upon

iR crence [ l ihcrcforc, only the results are rcvicwcd briefly.
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The fuselage of the aircraft is divided into Arcas A through 0, as shown in Figure 19.

Stress histories for these areas were derived, and these were assumed to be valid throughout

the area without regard to stress gradients or detail design. (It should be noted that the

bottom of Figure 19 roughly represents the neutral axis for fuselage bending.) Each of these

areas stress histories was derived on the basis of the load spectrum, taking into account flight

conditions (point-in-the-sky approach accounting for different flight segments as discussed).

Although details are not given, other cvidence[9] shows that the manufacturer used a loose

interpretation of TWIST (the spectrum proposed here) for the stress history in a recent full-

scale fatigue test: it is therefore reasonable to assume that similar considerations were used in

the derivation of the stress histories discussed here.

Apparently [8], stress histories for a variety of missions of the different military versions

of the aircraft were derived. By means of crack growth calculations, details of which arc not

specified, one particular mission (identified as Mission 3) was determined to be the most

severe. This led to a typical mission profile (stress history) as shown in Figure 20. Similar

stress histories were developed for all areas specified, using only Mission 3 for all areas. The

number of cycles in these missions, and the maximum stress in each area, are shown in

Figurc 19.

The first thing to be noted is that the most severe mission (which was taken as

representative for all versions) pertains to the AWACS version. The radar disk above the

tuselage may explain the fact that in Areas A through I the number of cycles is much larger

than elsewhere and that the stresses do not follow the anticipated pattern. For this reason.

Areas A through I could not be used for comparison with a commercial aircraft. This leaves

A-reas J through 0, from which Areas J, K, and L were selected as the basis for comparison.

The cycle numbers per m.ssion for these areas (Figure 19) do not seem to be

consistent. as (one must assume that) the cyclic stresses are due to bending cycles, the number

of which is the same for all areas in the fuselage. Be that as it may. Mission 3 includes 5

touch-and-co landings as illustrated in Figure 21. Because normal airline practice does not

incJude touch-and-gocs, the cycles concerned were eliminated. The stress histories for Areas J,

V- and L are shown in Figure 22. It seems reasonable to assume that the cycles for the five

touch-and-goes arc as indicated. Eliminating these leads to the stress histories shown in

Figure2
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FIGURE 22. (Concluded)

The total number of cycles per mission (flight) is still inconsistent and remains

unexplained. The stress histories in Figure 22 were considered representative for three areas

over %Ohich the stresses ,ar, appreciably. Also, the particular mission in the stress history is the

one: all flights arc assumed to be equal. However, it should be noted that a small

compcnsation is made for the fact that higher loads do occur from time to time. For this

rion the last three cycles in all histories in Figures 20 and 22 are what is called in the

ndu ,tr "make-up eclcs". The first of the three occurs once in every' 10 flights, the second

.'c'urs once in every 100l() flights, and the third occurs once in every 200 flights.

For a comparison with the stress histories proposed here the following conditions Nxcr,.
n. s d red

* Mlximum differential pressure of 9 psi

• Fuselage weight of 65,(00 lbs (for the military version for which the comparison
, made)

* -The critical pxiints covered by Areas J. K and L arc at the forward and top ol
these areas which arc the worst, as the stresses will be decreasing from there.
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The strcsses wcrc calculated for these conditions using the procedure in Scction 5.

From these the spectrum was obtained, and subsequently stress histories were determined, all

in accordance with the proccdurcs described in this report. The stress histories for Area J are

shown in Figure 23. Note that there arc five different types of flights. The stress histories for

Areas K and L are similar, except that the stress values are different.

The objective of the computations was to show the effect of different methods of

c:omputing stress histories on predicted crack growth behavior. Therefore, the confic:-ation

and basic crack growth rate data used are immaterial, as long as the same situation and data

arc considered for both stress histories. Nevertheless, a configuration was chosen that is

reasonably representative for aircraft structures, namely a through crack at a fastener hole (no

10ad transfer), while the rate data were presented by a Walker equation with a coefficient of

3-l~Q and cxponents of 2 and 1, respectively.

The results of the computations for the three areas are shown in Figure 24. For Area J

thc most critical for longitudinal stresses) the present history is conservative by a factor of two

'k ith regard to the manufacturer's history. For Area K they come out about the same, but f,,

Area L the manufacturer's spectrum is far more conservative. Anticipated crack growth in the

thrcc arcas according to the manufacturer's method of developing a stress history and

,.,.'cording to the proposcd method arc shown in Figure 25. The proposed stress history would

prodace a much longcr crack growth life in the area close to the neutral axis. This is

rcaoonahlc, but rather insignificant. because inspection intervals would be based on the most

cricl area (Area J). Ahcrc the proposed history is more conservative bv a factor of two.

Thcc relatively similar results must be considered with caution for the following

a. Thc manufacturer's stress history is the same in every flight: the proposed
history recognizes that all flights are different.

h. The manufacturcr's stress history recognizes that some load cycles occur at
altitudes less that the cruising altitude, as shown in Figure 22, while the
proposed histories implicitly assume that all cycles have the same mean stress.
(It should be pointed out, however, that the cvcles at lower mean stresses do
not occur at a fixed mean either as assumed by the manufacturer.)

C. The manufacturer keeps the stresses the same over large areas, w-hile the
proposed history recognizes gradual stress gradients.
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The stress history for Area J as shown in Figure 23 seems mor .e,"-c .Jve of

aircraft loading than the one shown in Figure 22a, despite the fact that Figure 22a reflects

altitude differences. In reality the cycles at lower altitude (mean stress) are spread ,-Cr

different altitudes. The manufacturer assumes that they will occu- --, ,, :Ied (lower) altitude,

wvhile the present procedure assumes them at a fixed higher altitude (conservative). In any

case, the issue is of secondary importance, because it affects only the R-ratio. The effect can

be assessed by estimating the relative number of cycles occurring at lower R; the result is that

the effect is at most a factor of 1.3. Considering the simplifications in taking all flights to be

the same in the history and by assuming this history is valid for large areas. the effect of R is

probably inconsequential.

Both stress histories are based on numerous assumptions; the proposed history is base(

uxn measurements. is conservative with regard to R-ratio effects, and is more realistic in

accounting for different flight profiles. While the proposed method derives the stresses from

cecralization and simplification of the structure, the manulacturer's method does also, and

results in essentially the same stress history.
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